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ON THE JACOBIAN CONJECTURE IN TWO VARIABLES 
Let k he a Ii&l of characteristic zcru The two-dimensional Jawhian conjecture state< that 
given f ;lnd x in k[x. ~1, if the Jacobian nf (.f. g) 1s %I nun-zurcl cunstimt, then k[f. g] x: k1.r. ~1. 
In this paper WC Eivc nuw proofs of known cquivalznt versions of this wnjccture. 
Introduction 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero and K].Y. y] rhe ring of polynomials in 
two variables over k’. 
If f, g E k’[x, y], then we denote by [f_ g] the Jacobian of (f. g). that is, 
We shall say that (f. g) is a hnsic puir if [f. g] i5 a non-zero constant. If 
k’[f: s] = k’[x. y], tl XII it is easy tc> see that (_f, g) is a basic pair. The Jacobian 
conjecture is the converse: if (f, g) is a basic pair. then k’[.[. g] = k’[s, ,I]. 
In order to state the main theorem WC riced some notations. If fE k’].r, y]. 
then f* is the leading form off and S, dcnotcs the srqywrr off, that is, .!$ is the set 
of points (i. j) in the real space W” such that the monomial x’y appears in/‘wilh a 
non-zero coeffkicnr. M$ is the convex hull of Sf U {(I. 0) and I,(f) (resp. f,( /I) is 
the greatest integer s such that the monomial xS (resp. y’) appears in S with a 
non-zero cocffcient. If .t: K E k’[.r. y], then .f’- g mans that f- rr,q for some 
nowzero element 11 E Ii. 
Here is the main result of this paper. 
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(4) For any basic pair (f, g), either deg( f) divides deg( g) or deg( g) divides 
des(f ); 
(5) For any basic pair ( f, g), either t,(f) divides t,(g) or t,(g) divides t,( f ); 
(6) For any basic pair ( f, g), either tY( f) divides ty ( g) or tY( g) divides tY( f). 
The equivalence of (1) and (4) is known (see [9, Introduction]), it is a simple 
consequence of the Segre Lemma [l] and [5, Lemma 3.31. Our proof does not use 
the Segre Lemma. 
The implication (3) 3 (1) is discussed in [2, $171. 
The Jacobian conjecture is still not settled, but some partial results are known 
(see [3] for a recent survey). Put m = deg( f), n = deg( g). In 1955 Magnus [4] 
proved that if (f, g) is a basic pair and m or 12 is prime, then C[ f, g] = @[x, y]. 
Later, in 1977, Nakai and Baba [7], by making an elegant use of weighted 
gradings on C[x, y] and using the method of rotation of lines around the points, 
extended Magnus’ result for the cases when m or n is 4, and when the larger of m 
and II is twice an odd prime. Later, in 1985, Appelgate and Onishi [2], using the 
Nakai-Baba’s methods and new original methods, extended Nakai-Baba’s result 
for the cases when m or n has at most two prime factors. 
Appelgate and Onishi proved also a number of interesting properties of basic 
pairs over the field @ of complex numbers. It is easy to see that these properties 
are also true for basic pairs over an arbitrary field K of characteristic zero. 
We recall, in Section 1, four fundamental Appelgate-Onishi results concerned 
with basic pairs and, in the next sections, we show that our theorem is a 
consequence of these results and the fact that every K-automorphism of K[x, y] is 
a composite of linear and Jonquiire automorphisms (see [l, 6 or 81). 
1. Appelgate-Onishi’s results 
By a direction we mean a pair (p, q) of integers such that gcd(m, n) = 1 and 
p > 0 or q > 0. Let (p, q) be a direction. We call a non-zero polynomial 
f E K[x, y] a (p, q)-form of degree n if f is of the form 
f = c U,,XIYi > 
pz+qj=n 
where a, E K. 
Every polynomial f E K[x, y] has the (p, q)-decomposition f = cf, into 
( p, q)-components f, of degree n. We denote the ( p, q)-component of f of the 
highest degree by f,*,,. In particular we have f;,, = f *. 
Proposition 1.1 (Appelgate and Onishi [2, $121). Let (f, g) be a basic pair. Let 
deg( f) = dm > 1, deg( g) = dn > 1, where gcd(m, n) = 1. Then for each direction 
( p, q) there is a ( p, q)-form h of positive degree such that h” - ff,, and 
h” -g;.,. 0 
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We denote the (p, q)-form h from Proposition 1.1 by h,,,((f, g)). The 
following proposition describes h,,,((f, g)) for p 2 1 and q 2 1. 
Proposition 1.2 (Appelgate and Onishi [2, @13,29,33]). Let (f, g) be a basic 
pair, deg( f) = dm > 1, deg( g) = dn > 1, where gcd(m, n) = 1. 
(l? V p > 1 and q > 1, then h,,,,((f, g)) - Yyh, for some non-negative integers 
a# b. 
(2) Tfp = 1 and q > 1. then h,,,((f, g)) - x”( y + Bx’)~, for some non-negative 
integers a # b and B E K. 
(3) If p = 1 and q = 1, then hr,,(( f, g)) = (sx + ty)“(ux + UY)~, for some s, t, u, 
u E K with sv # tu and for some non-negative integers a # 6. 0 
In the next two propositions we recall properties of the sets IV, and W,. 
Proposition 1.3 (Appelgate and Onishi [2, $141). Let (f, g) be a basic pair and 
deg( f) = dm > 1, deg( g) = dn > 1, where gcd(m, IZ) = 1. Then there exists a con- 
vex polygon (i.e. a closed polygonal region) W with vertices in Z x Z such that 
Wf = mW and W, = nW. Cl 
If (f, g) is a basic pair as in Proposition 1.3, then the convex polygon W is 
called the basic web for (f, g). 
Proposition 1.4 (Appelgate and Onishi [2, $151). Let (f, g) be a basic pair with 
min(deg( f), deg( g)) > 1 and let W be the basic web for (f, g). If E is un edge of 
W with an equation px + qy = s, where p and q are integers such that p > 0, q > 0 
andgcd(p,q)=l, thenp-1 orq=l. Cl 
2. The numbers t,(f), t,,(f) 
Let us recall (see the introduction) that, if f E K[x, y], then we denote by t,(f) 
(resp. tY( f)) the greatest integer s such that the point (s, 0) (resp. (0, s)) belongs 
to the support S, of f. 
Let (f, g) be a basic pair with min(deg( f), deg( g)) > 1, and let W be the basic 
web for (f, g). Since [f, g]- 1, (1,0) and (0,l) E Sf U S, and hence W must 
contain vertices (a, 0) and (0, b) with a > 0 and b >O. Therefore t,(f), t,(g), 
tY( f) and t,Y(g) are non-zero integers, the points (t,(f), 0), (0, tY( f)) are vertices 
of Wr and the points (t,(g), 0), (0, t,(g)) are vertices of W,. Moreover, by 
Proposition 1.3, we obtain 
Corollary 2.1. Zf (f, g) is a basic pair with min(deg( f), deg( g)) > 1, then 
t,(g>_? t (8) deg( d =- 
t,(f) t,(f) d%(f) ’ ’ 
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3. Basic pairs for which the basic web is a triangle 
Let (f, g) be a basic pair with min(deg( f), deg( g)) > 1 and let W be the basic 
web for (f, g). We know, by Section 2, that W must contain vertices (a, 0) and 
(0, b) with a > 0 and b > 0. Hence, if W is a triangle, then W has vertices (0, 0), 
(0, c) and (d, 0) f or some integers c > 0 and d > 0. A proof of the following 
lemma, which is a simple consequence of Proposition 1.4, can be found in [2] on 
the beginning of $20. 
Lemma 3.1. If the basic web of a basic pair is a triangle with vertices (0, 0), (0, c) 
and (d, 0), where c 5 d, then c divides d. 0 
The following proposition plays a basic role in our further considerations: 
Proposition 3.2. Let (f, g) b e a basic pair, deg( f) = dm > 1, deg( g) = dn > 1, 
where gcd(m, n) = 1. Assume that the basic web for (f, g) is a triangle. If 
t,(f) 2 tY( f), then there exists an integer q 2 1 such that 
(1) t,(f) = qt,(f) and t,(g) = qt,(g), 
(2) q divides d, 
(3) f - (y + BXq)cm + c aiixiy’ 
i+q,<dm 
and 
g - ( y + 8x9)“” + 2 bljx’y’ , 
r+qjcdn 
where B # 0, B E K, a,,, b, E K and c is an integer such that d = cq. 
Proof. Since the basic web W for (f, g) is a triangle, the polygons W/ and W, are 
triangles too (by Proposition 1.3). Hence W, is the triangle with vertices (0, 0), 
(t,(f)>O), (0, t,(f)) and W, is the triangle with vertices (O,O), (t,(g), 0), 
(0, t,(g)). Let (O,O), (s,O), (0, c) be the vertices of W. Since t,(f)‘t,(f), we 
see (by Proposition 1.3) that s = d 2 c and t,(f) = dm, t,(g) = dn, tY( f) = cm, 
t,(g) = cn. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, c divides d. Let d = qc. Then t,(f) = dm = 
qcm = qt,( f) and t,(g) = dn = qcn = qt,(g). So we have (1) and (2). 
NOW consider the direction (1, q) and let h = h,,,(( f, g)) be the (1, q)-form as 
in Proposition 1.1. We know, by Proposition 1.2, that h - xa( y + Bx9)‘, for some 
non-negative integers a # b and B E K. 
Observe that (1, q) is also the direction of the edge T of W with the vertices 
(0, c) and (d, 0). So the set S, (the support of h) is contained in T and the vertices 
(d, 0), (0, c) belong to S,,. Hence a = 0, b = c and B # 0. Therefore h - 
( y + Bx’)’ and hence, by Proposition 1.1, we obtain (3). 0 
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4. Three simple lemmas 
Note in this section the following three trivial lemmas which we need for later 
purposes: 
Lemma4.1.Letf=uy+f,,g=by+g,,,wherea,bEK,a#O,b#OandJ;,,g,,~ 
Wxl. 1. (f, 8) . 1s a basic pair, then deg( f) = deg( g). 
Proof. Put h = bf - ug. Then h = bf, - ag, belongs to K[x] and we have 
I- [f, 81 - [bf, gl = [bf- ag, gl = [h, 81 = h,b . 
Therefore h = ux + u for some u, u E K, and hence f0 - h + ug, = ag, + ux + U, 
that is, deg( f) = deg( g). 0 
Lemma 4.2. Zf (f, g) . 1s a basic pair with deg( f) = 1, then 
f=ax+by+u, g = cx + dy + cp(ux + by) , 
where a, 6, c, d, u, u E K, ad - bc # 0 and cp(ux + by) E K[ux + by]. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let (f, g) be a basic pair. Zf Wf is a line segment, then deg( f) = 
1. 0 
The proofs are standard, 
5. K-automorphisms of K[x, y] 
In this section we prove that if cx is a K-automorphism of K[x, y], then the 
basic pair (a(x), cx( y)) satisfies properties (2)-(6) listed in the Theorem. 
It is well known [l, 6,8] that any K-automorphism of K[x, y] is written as a 
composite of linear automorphisms (x, y) H (ax + by + u, cx + dy + u) with ad - 
bc # 0, and Jonquiere automorphisms (x, y) w (x, y + ax”) with k > 1 and a E 
K\(O). Using this result we obtain the following lemma (compare [5, p. 121): 
Lemma 5.1. Every K-automorphism of K[x, y] is a composite of K-automor- 
phisms of ths following form: 
(a) (x, y)++(x, y + ax”) with k > 1 and a E K, a #O; 
(b) (x9 Y)&(Y, x); 
(c) (x,y)~(x,ux+by+c)witha,b,cEKandb#O. 0 
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Any K-automorphism of the form (a), (b), (c) will be called elementary. 
Proof. It suffices to show that any linear automorphism is a composite of 
automorphisms of the form (b) and (c). 
Let (a(x), IX(~)) = (ax + by + u, cx + dy + u), where w = ad - bc # 0. 
If a # 0, then (Y = -yS, yS,, where 
($(x)2 S,(Y)) = k bx + UY + u) 3 
(6,(x), 6,(y)) = (x, cfC1x + wamly + u - cna-‘). 
If a=O, then b#O and c#O, and we have cy = y6,y6,y, where 
(%(4. S,(Y)) = (~9 dx + CY + u) > 
(~,(X)~ 4(Y)) = (x3 bY + u> 0 
Proposition 5.2. Let LY be a K-automorphism of K[x, y]. Put (t(x) = f, a(y) = g, 
deg(j) = m, deg(g) = n. If max(m, n) > 1, then there exists a linear form h E 
K[x, y] such that f * - h” and g* - h”. 
Proof. Let (Y be an arbitrary K-automorphism of K[x, y]. Write cy as cu = q . . . F,, 
where cl?..., F, are elementary automorphisms (Lemma 5.1). We shall prove, 
by induction on r, that cu is linear or there exists a linear form h such that 
a(x)* - h” and a(y)* - h”, for some natural M and n. 
This is clear if r = 1. Let r > 1, assume that our assertion is true when (Y is a 
composite of less than r elementary automorphisms, and consider the case where 
(Y = E1 . . . E,. Put a(x) = f, CX( y) = g, F = F, . . . E,_~, E(X) = f, and c(y) = g,. 
Then (Y = EE,. 
Observe that, if min(deg(f), deg( g)) = 1, then for (Y, by Lemma 4.2, our 
assertion holds. So let min(deg( f), deg( g)) > 1. Then E is not linear and, by 
induction, there exists a linear form h such that fT-- h” and gT - h” for some 
natural m, n. Since (Y = EE, and since E,(X) or a,(y) coincides with one of x and y, 
wchavefE{f,, 8,) or GM, gi>. I-I ence one of the forms f* and g* is (up to 
the relation - ) a power of h and hence, by Proposition 1.1, the second one is 
also a power of h. Cl 
Proposition 5.3. Let (Y be a K-automorphism of K[x, y]. Put f = CY(X), g = a(y). If 
min(deg( f), deg( g)) > 1, then the sets Wr and WR are triangles. 
Proof. It suffices (by Lemma 4.3) to prove that if (Y is a K-automorphism of 
K[x, y], then each of the sets WaCX, and WaCYj is either a triangle or a line 
segment. Write the given automorphism (Y as cx = E, . . e,, where F,, . . . , F, are 
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elementary automorphisms (Lemma 5.1). We shall prove our assertion by 
induction on r. 
This is clear for r = 1. Let r > 1, assume that the assertion is true when a is a 
composite of less than r elementary automorphisms, and consider the case where 
ff = F, . . . F,. Put (~(x)=f, a(y)=g, F=.~...E,_,, &(x)=fi and ~(y)=g,. 
Then LY = FE, and, by induction, each of the sets Wf, and W,, is either a triangle or 
a line segment. Since a,(x) or F~( y) coincides with one of x and y, we have 
fE{fi> s,> or gE{f,, 8,) and hence one of the sets Wf and W, is either a 
triangle or a line segment. So, if min(deg(f), deg(g)) > 1, then, by Lemma 4.3, 
one of the sets W, and W, is a triangle and, by Proposition 1.3, the second one is 
also a triangle. If min(deg(f), deg(g)) = 1. then our assertion follows from 
Lemma 4.2. 0 
To prove that any K-automorphism of K[x, y] satisfies conditions (4), (5) and 
(6) listed in the theorem we need the following: 
Lemma 5.4. Let E be a K-automorphism of K[x, y] such that deg(e(x)) divides 
deg(s(y)), and let 6’ be an elementary K-automorphism of K[x, y]. Put (Y = ~‘0 E. 
Then either deg(a(x)) divides deg(a(y)) or deg(a(y)) divides deg(cy(x)). 
Proof. The lemma is clear if E’ is linear. So we can assume that (E’(X), 
e’(y))=(x,y+A~?), whereA#Oandk>l. 
Put f = F(X), g = E(Y), f’ = a(x) and g’ = a(y). Let deg( f) = d and deg( g) = 
dn. If d = 1, then we see, by Lemma 4.2, that either deg( f ‘) divides deg( g’) or 
vice versa. 
Assume now that d > 1. Then deg( f) > 1 and deg( g) > 1. We shall prove that 
then deg( f ‘) divides deg( g’). Consider two cases. 
(i) Let t,(f) 2 t,(f). Th en, by Propositions 5.2 and 3.2, there exists an integer 
c 2 1 such that c/d, and 
f-Y’+.7~,(4Y’~‘+~*~+f,(4Y+f”(4, 
g-y”‘+g,,_,(x)y’“_‘+...+g,(x)y+g,(x) 
for some h(x), g,(x) E K[x]. So we have 
f’ = a(X) = E’(f) 
and 
-(y + Ax”)‘ + f,_l(x)( y + Ax~)~-’ + . . . + f,,(x) 
=y”+f:_,(x)y’-‘+ ..*+f;,(x), 
g’ = Q(Y) = E’(g) 
- y”” + g;.,_,(x)y’“-’ + . . . + g{,(x) 
for some k.‘(x), g;(x) E K[x]. 
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Therefore t,(f’) = c and t,(g’) = cn. If min(deg( f’), deg( g’)) > 1, then, by 
Corollary 2.1, deg( f’) divides deg( g’). If deg( f’) = 1, then obviously deg( S’) 
divides deg( g’). If deg( g’) = 1, then c = n = 1, f’ = ay + h,‘(x), g’ = by + g; for 
some a # 0, b # 0, f;(x) E K[x], g;)(x) E K[x], and then, by Lemma 4.1, deg(P’) 
divides deg( g’). 
(ii) Let t,(f) < t,(f). Th en, by Propositions 5.2 and 3.2, there exists an integer 
p > 1 such that pld, say d = pc, and 
and 
f - (x + ByP)” + c a,xy 
pr+j<d 
g - (x + BY~)~” + c b,&y’ , 
piijidn 
where B, a,j, bli E K and B # 0. 
Hence 
and 
f’ = I’ - (x + B( y + Ax~)~)~ + c a,x’( y + Axk)j , 
pi+j<d 
So we see that tY( f’) = pc = d > 1, tY( g’) = pen = dn > 1 and, by Corollary 2.1, 
deg( f’) divides deg( g’). This completes the proof. 0 
Now we can prove 
Proposition 5.5. Let cy be a K-automorphism of K[x, y], and f = (Y(X), g = CX( y). 
Then 
(4 dedf)kh.Ld 0~ deg(ddeg(f), 
(b) t,(f)lt,(s) or t,(dt,(f) , 
(4 t,(f)lt,(d or t,(g)lt,(f) . 
Proof. (a) Write (Y as (Y = &,6,-i . . . sl, where E, , . . . , E, are elementary automor- 
phisms (Lemma 5.1). We shall prove our assertion by induction on r. It is trivial 
forr=l. Ifr>l, thenweput&=~,_~...&~, &‘=&,andweuseLemma5.4. 
Conditions (b) and (c) follow from (a) and Corollary 2.1. 0 
We end this section with the following corollary which is an immediate 
consequence of Propositions 5.3, 3.2 and 5.5: 
Corollary 5.6. Let LY be a K-automorphism of K[x, y], f= Q(X) and g = (Y(Y). 
Assume that 1 < deg( f) 5 deg( g). Th en deg( f) divides deg( g). Put d = deg( f) 
and dn = deg( g). 
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(1) Zf t,(f) 2 t,(f) , then there exists an integer q 2 1 such that q ( d, say d = qc, 
and 
f- (y + B2)’ + c a,,x'y' 
i+qj<d 
g - ( y + Bx~)~~ + c 
l+Cf]‘dn 
b,x’y , 
where B, ai,, bIjE K with B #O. 
(2) Zf t,( f) 5 t,.(f), then there exists an integer p 2 1 such thatpld, say d = pc, 
and 
f - (x + BY’)~ + c aijxLy’ 
pl+j<d 
g - (x + ByP)‘” + c b,jxiy’ , 
,I, +,<dn 
where B, a,,, b, E K and B #O. 0 
6. Proof of the theorem 
The equivalences (4) G (5) e (6) follow by Corollary 2.1. The implications 
(L)+(2), (l)*(3) and (l)+(4) follow by Propositions 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5, 
respectively. So we must prove the implications (2) 3(l), (3) 3 (1) and 
(4)$(l). 
(4)+ (1). Let (f, g) be a basic pair. We shall show, using induction on 
s = max(deg( f), deg( g)), that K[f, g] = K[x, y]. This is clear if s = 1. 
Let s > 1 and assume that our assertion is true for all basic pairs (f ‘, g’) such 
that max(deg( f ‘), deg( g’)) < s. Let max(deg( f), deg( g)) = s. Assume that deg- 
(f) 5 deg( g). (In the case that deg( f) 2 deg( g) we do the same procedure.) If 
deg(f)=deg(g) then, by Proposition 1.1, f*- g* and hence there exist non-zero 
constants a, b such that deg( f,) < deg( g), where f, = uf - bg. Observe that 
[f,, g] = [af - bg, g] = [af, g] = a[f, 81-1, that is, (f,, g) is a basic pair. 
Moreover K[ f, , g] = K[f. g]. S o we may assume that deg( f) < deg( g) = s. Put 
m = dcg( f). Then. by (4), mls, say s = dm. Now, by Proposition 1.1, ( fd)* -g* 
and hence there exist non-zero constants a, b such that deg( g’) < deg( g), where 
g’ = ag - bf”. Observe that 
[f, 8'1 = [f> ag - bfdl = [f> UsI = 4f, gl- 1 > 
that is, (f, g’) is a basic pair. But max(deg( f), deg(g’)) <s so, by induction, 
K[f, 8’1 = K[x, Y] an d we have K[f, g] = K[f, g’] = K[x, y]. 
(3)+ (0 Let (f, g) b e a basic pair. We shall show, using induction on 
s = max(deg( f ), deg( g)), that K[ f, g] = K[x, y]. This is clear if s = 1. 
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Now let s > 1 and assume that our assertion is true for all basic pairs (f’, g’) 
such that max(deg( f’), deg( g’)) < S. Put deg( f) = dm, deg( g) = dn, where 
gcd(m, n) = 1. Then max(dm, dn) = s. 
If dm = 1 or dn = 1, then, by Lemma 4.2, K[f, g] = K[x, y]. 
Assume now that dm > 1 and dn > 1. 
Consider the direction (1,l) and use Proposition 1.1. Let h be the (1, l)-form 
as in this proposition. Then f* - h”, g* - h” and, by Proposition 1, 2 for p = 1 
and q=l, 
h = (ax + by)“(ux + uy)’ ! 
where au - bu # 0 and s # t. Obviously s + t = d. 
Let (Y be the linear K-automorphism of K[x, y] such that ax + by HX and 
ux+ uy~y. Put f, = a(f), g, = a(g). Then (f,, g,) is a basic pair such that 
deg(f,)=deg(f)=dm>l, 
deg(g,)=deg(g)=dn>l, 
and fT - V, gT - hl, where h, = xSy* with s # t and s + t = d. Therefore, the 
point (sm, tm) is a vertex of the polygon Wf,. But, by (3), the polygon Wf, is a 
triangle. So we have s = 0 or t = 0. 
Assume that t = 0. (If s = 0 we do the same procedure.) Then h, = xd and 
hence, t,( f,) = dm > tY( fi). 
Now, by Proposition 3.2, there exists an integer q > 1 such that qld, say d = qc, 
and 
f, - (y + BXq)‘m + c aijxly’ 
i+q]<dm 
g, - (y + Bx~)~” + c b,,xy’ , 
z+qj<dn 
where B E K, B # 0 and aij, b,, E K. 
Let p be the Jonquiere K-automorphism of K[x, y] defined by p(x) =x, 
p(y) = y - Bx’. Put f2 = p( fl), g, = /3( gl). Then (f,, g2) is a basic pair and we 
see that 
f2 - y’” + c a,,~‘( y - Bx4)j 
i+qjcdm 
and 
czz Y’” + c c az,kykxd-k)+[ 
r+qj<dm k=O 
g, - y'" + 2 c bijkykXq(i-k)+i 
r+qj<dn k=O 
for some aijk, b,, E K. 
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Observe that cm < dm. Observe also that if i + qj < dm = qcm and 0 5 k CI j, 
then k + q( j - k) + i < dm. In fact, 
k+q(j-k)+isqk+q(j-k)+i=qj+i<dm. 
So we have deg( fJ < dm = deg( f,) and analogously deg( g2) < dn = deg( g, ). 
Therefore max(deg( f2), deg( g2)) < s and hence, by induction, K(f,, gz] = 
K[x, y]. Now we see that 
This completes the proof of the implication (3) j (1). 
(2) + (1). Let (f, g) be a basic pair. We shall show, using induction on 
s = max(deg(f), deg( g)), that K[f, g] = K[x, y]. Put deg(f) = dm, deg( g) = dn, 
where gcd(m, n) = 1. 
If s = 1 or dm = 1 or dn = 1, then the assertion is clear. 
Assume that s > 1, dm > 1, dn > 1 and assume that our assertion is true for all 
basic pairs (f’, g’) such that max(deg( f’), deg( g’)) < s. 
By (2) there exists a linear form h, such that f* - hTd and g* - ha”. Without 
loss of generality we can assume that h,, = x. 
Denote by W the basic web for (f, g). Then we see that the point (d, 0) is a 
vertex of W and the remaining vertices of W are below the line x + y = d. 
Let E be the left edge of W from (d, 0) and let (a, b), where b > 0, be the other 
vertex of E (observe that a < d). Then (d - a)y + bx = bd is the equation of the 
line of E. 
Denote e = gcd(d - a, b), d - a = qe, b = pe. Then gcd(p, q) = 1 and our 
equation is of the form px + qy = pd. Now, by Proposition 1.4, p = 1 or q = 1. 
But b(d - a)-’ < tg(v/4) = 1, that is, p < q. Therefore p = 1 and hence d - a = 
qb, q > 1 and our equation is of the form x + qy = d. 
Consider the direction (1, q). Let h be the (1, q)-form for (f, g) as in 
Proposition 1.1. Then the support S, of the polynomial h lies on the line 
x + qy = d. We know, by Proposition 1.2, that h = x”(y + Bx’)‘, where s # t, 
B E K and obviously s + qt = d. 
Since the monomials xd and x”y” appear in h, we see that s = a, t = b and 
B Z 0, that is, h = x”( y + Bx’)‘, where B # 0. Therefore (by Proposition 1.1) 
and 
f-x”“(y + Bx’)~~ + 2 aijxiyi , 
i+qj<dm 
g - xan(y + Bx~)~” + c b,xy’ 
i+qj<dn 
for some aij, b,, E K. 
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Let p be the elementary K-automorphism of K[x, y] defined by p(x) = x, 
p(y) = y - Bxq. 
Then 
P(f) - xumybm + c ajjxi( y - Bxq)j 
i+qj<dm 
and 
= yybm + c 2 ai,kykxi+q(i-k) , 
t+q]"dm k=O 
P(g)-Xanyb” + c z bgkykXi+d-k) 
ifqjidn k=O 
for some aijk, b,, E K. 
Observe that am + bm = (a + b)m < dm. Observe also that if i + qj < dm and 
0 5 k 5 j, then 
k+i+q(j-k)Sqk+i+q(j-k)=i+qj<dm. 
So we have deg( p( f)) < dm = deg( f), and analogously deg( p( g)) < dn = 
deg( g). Therefore max(deg( P( f)), deg( P( 8))) < max(deg(f), deg( g>> = s. Now, 
by induction, 
K[x> YI= P-‘Wk ~1) = P-‘W[P(f)> P(dl) = KM 81 .
This completes the proof of the implication (2) 3 (1) and completes of proof of 
the theorem. 
7. Remarks 
Remark 7.1. By [2, Lemmas 38-401 and by our theorem we can deduce that if the 
Jacobian conjecture is not true, then there exists a basic pair (f, g) with 
deg(f) = dm > 1, deg(g) = dn > 1, gcd(m, n) = 1, such that its basic web is 
contained in a rectangle with vertices (O,O), (a, 0), (0, b) and (a, b), where 
(1) a>O, b>O, 
(2) a + b , 
(3) a+b=d, 
(4) gcd(a, b) > 1 . 
Remark 7.2. Observe that the brackets [ , ] (that is, [f, g] = f,g, - &,g,) are Lie 
brackets. The Jacobian conjecture is equivalent to the conjecture that every 
K-endomorphism of K[x, y] which is a Lie map is an automorphism. 
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Note added in proof. The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor K. 
Rusek who kindly informed him that the equivalences of (1) @ (2) e (3) G (4) of 
our theorem were proved by S.S. Abhyankar in “Expansion Techniques in 
Algebraic Geometry”, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research Lectures on 
Mathematics and Physics (Tata Inst. Fundamental Res., Bombay, 1977). 
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